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CAP cadets take to Auburn University engineering labs
Program Manager
Cadet & Senior Member Professional
Development
CAP National Headquarters

NATIONAL HEADQUARTERS
 Hosted by Auburn Universitys
Department of Textile Engineering,
19 Civil Air Patrol cadets from across
the nation were on campus July 1219 week for E-Tech  CAPs Engineering Technologies Academy.
The cadets, mostly high school
juniors, attended lectures and
worked in the labs to broaden their
understanding of engineering.
I came to see if I like doing engineering, said Drew McIlvaine, 16,
from Chattanooga, Tenn., and to
find out if I want to spend my life as
an aerospace engineer.
Coming from CAP, the cadets
were particularly interested in the
aerospace sciences. They designed
and built airfoils from composite materials in the schools textile labs and
tested them in the smoke tunnel.
Cadet Brian Doyle, 17, of Pennsylvania, said I liked creating and
testing my own airfoil, and also
watching the shock wave in the supersonic wind tunnel.
Auburns supersonic wind tunnel
is not the only campus attraction that
caught the cadets attention.
I liked the cars, said James
Bracy, 16, from Vermont, theyre
cool and now I want to study mechanical engineering and build a
Baja car from scratch when I come

to Auburn.
According to an Aerospace Industries Association report, America is
facing a major work-force crisis in
its aerospace industry, which makes
the promotion of math and science
education a vital national interest.
Auburn is supporting our CAP
cadets, said Ray Bean, deputy director of cadet and senior professional development at CAP National
Headquarters to encourage high
school students to look at engineering as a field of study or a career.
The 2003 E-Tech graduates were:
Michael Beyer, Indiana Wing; Erica
OBrien, Maryland Wing; David
Benes, Maryland Wing; John
Lovette, North Carolina Wing; David
McFall, South Carolina Wing;
Michael Winn, Virginia Wing; Erik
Martin, Virginia Wing; James Bracy,
New Hampshire Wing; Casey Lasell,
New Hampshire Wing; Brian Doyle
Pennsylvania Wing; Trevor Munson,
Colorado Wing; Christian Nielsen,
Florida Wing; Steven Mellard, Georgia Wing; Drew McIlvaine, Tennessee Wing; Scott Osterloh, Arizona
Wing; Byron Quine, Texas Wing; Sarah Gilbert, Tennessee Wing; Molli
Frisone, Ohio Wing; and Samantha
Linsley, Texas Wing.
E-tech staff members were: Maj.
Roy Good, activity director, North
Carolina Wing; Lt. Col. Warren Vest,
Virginia Wing; Capt. Michael
Garman, Alabama Wing; Sr. Mbr.
Beth Lovette, North Carolina Wing;
and Curt LaFond, CAP National
Headquarters.

License to fly!

Following his check ride, cadet Tech. Sgt. Benjamin Brennan of
Florida Wings Pensacola Composite Squadron receives his private pilot certificate and Civil Air Patrol pilot wings from Rogers A.
Porter of the wings Emerald Coast Senior Squadron. Brennan was
the first graduate of the senior squadrons flight program in
Pensacola.

AIRVAN ...
pilot for more than 23 years.
Oshkosh is amazing,
he said, as he talked with
visiting CAP members and
headquarters staff crowding
around the GA8. You see
two miles of runway, eightdeep in airplanes  pilots
everywhere  and so many
of them are members of
CAP.
The Airvan captured
CAPs interest during last
years AirVenture and
Gippsland Aeronautics was
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Top, clockwise
from left, cadets
Scott Osterloh,
Byron Quine,
Christian Nielson
and David Benes
test the engine
powering their
model aircraft
during E-Tech. 
Left, cadet Trevor
Munson makes
some final adjustments before
running windtunnel tests on the
airfoil he designed
and built using
fibrous composite
materials.
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invited by CAP to participate
in aircraft flight evaluation
trials. The trials were conducted at Buena Vista Airport in the Colorado Rocky
Mountains, with flights also
made from Leadville Airport,
the highest airport in North
America, and third highest in
the world with an elevation
of 9,927 feet.
CAP carried out an extensive flight trials program,
including rigorous performance and handling tests

with particular emphasis on
the slow-speed maneuverability necessary for CAP operations. The Airvan met or
exceeded all of the CAP mission criteria.
CAP personnel were impressed with the large cabin,
which will not only provide
space for their sophisticated
mission equipment and but
also give them excellent visibility from the Airvans large
windows.
In January 2003, CAP
contracted with Gippsland to
provide Airvans on an Indefinite Delivery - Indefinite
Quantity basis for the next
three years.

